UltraBac Ultimate Bundle

FILE BACKUP

File-by-file backup is the basic standard for data protection, but there is nothing basic about UltraBac. The backup wizard in UltraBac provides a step-bystep process that makes it easy for the user to create backup sets from start to finish. An installer function enables an administrator to automate the
installation of 10 machines in approximately three minutes from a remote console (does not require licensing).
IMAGE BACKUP

UBDR Gold uses UltraBac's ability to perform image backups, along with a Windows based universal boot CD environment (WinPE), to restore one or
more disk partitions even when no operating system is available. To recover a dead server, a user need only insert the universal UBDR Gold Restore CD,
boot the machine, and start the wizard to initiate a restore of a snapshot (image backup) with just a few clicks of the mouse. No advance setup is required.
After restoring a snapshot, a machine is recovered 100 percent to its last backup state after a quick reboot.
VIRTUAL MACHINES

UBDR Gold provides customers with the ability to perform virtual based disaster recoveries using either VMware or Microsoft Virtual Server host machines.
Gold was the first Windows backup software to offer physical-to-virtual (P2V) based disaster recoveries. This allows organizations to recover a server and
emulate it virtually 100% in as little as 15 minutes. To perform a P2V recovery, simply create as many new virtual environments as required on your host
virtual server. Then use UBDR Gold to boot into the recovery wizard. Recovering to a virtual environment is automatic and requires no special setup,
pre-configuration, or other considerations.
OPEN FILES

UltraBac backs up all open files, including .PST. When UltraBac uses Locked File Backup, it temporarily "freezes" the partition and backs up all the data on
the drive whether or not the data is locked by another application. Users can access the temporarily "frozen" partition while it is being backed up.
RESTORE SYSTEM ANYWHERE

UBDR Gold supports physical-to-virtual (P2V), virtual-to-physical (V2P), virtual-to-virtual (V2V), and physical-to-physical (P2P) recoveries providing users
with the ability to restore their system anywhere.
DISSIMILAR HARDWARE

Perform reliable dissimilar hardware restores with UBDR Gold's physical-to-physical (P2P) disaster recovery feature. This means, for example, if an HP
server fails, a backed up OS image can be restored to a Dell server and successfully booted.
BACKUP AND RESTORE DEVICES

Perform backups and restores to literally every type of storage device: SAN, NAS, UNC path, local disk, TSM*, SFTP/FTP*, local/remote tape devices, and
media libraries*. Not only can the software write to these devices from a live machine, but an administrator can cold boot a dead server or desktop using
WinPE; then perform either a file or image backup, or restore using any of these devices. *Optional agents for TSM, SFTP/FTP, and media libraries are
available for a customizable solution.
AES ENCRYPTION

Administrators have an optional AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) Encryption function that, when applied, securely protects sensitive customer
information and confidential company data. It is configured globally on the device level providing fully compliant data security. As a built-in feature of the
software, the AES functionality easily allows administrators to set the appropriate level of encryption protection as needed. This feature provides users
powerful data security at no extra charge.
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B AC K U P A N D D I S A S T E R R E C OV E RY S O F T WA R E F O R B U S I N E S S

The UltraBac Ultimate Bundle provides
the combined protection power of
UltraBac and UBDR Gold for one server.
This packaged bundle represents great
value over individual license purchase,
and includes one year of top rated
support with maintenance.

The UltraBac Management Console is
used to configure, manage, and maintain
all UltraBac operations. It can show
backup, verify, and restore logs along with
scheduled backups and backup sets.

The Image Restore Wizard allows users
to choose Express Mode or Advanced
Mode. Express Mode recovers the
system with minimal user interaction.
Advanced Mode assists users with
customizing the restore process. The
advanced settings can be used in
combination to allow a system to be
restored to a different hardware
platform or even a virtual platform.
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FLEXIBLE SCHEDULER

UltraBac's Scheduler has a flexible filter to define one-time, daily, weekly, and yearly scheduled backups. It has granularity equal to or better
than a CRON-based scheduler. The scheduler interface is easily maneuverable and contains useful features like email notification, batch file
execution, autoloader support, storage media failover, and error checking options. The scheduler also contains an easy-to-use wizard to guide
the user, step-by-step, in the creation of a scheduled backup. The graphical user interface has been enhanced with increased scheduling
views, streamlined toolbars, and log file handling.
MANAGEMENT CONSOLE

For installations deploying the Ultimate Bundle on dozens, to hundreds, to thousands of machines, the software comes with a built-in
management console. The user interface (UI) is based on a tabular format similar to Microsoft's Office 2007. With visual and organizational
improvements to almost every facet of the UI, UltraBac is now more intuitive and easier to use than ever.
AGENTS AND OPTIONS

UltraBac has many additional options and agents like SQL, Exchange, Oracle, Linux, Media Libraries, Virtual Disk, vSphere and Hyper-V, for a
truly customizable solution.
THE ULTRABAC ULTIMATE BUNDLE IS AVAILABLE NOW!

Call today 425.644.6000, toll free in the U.S. 1.866.554.8562, or email sales@ultrabac.com.
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